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PRINCE2® Practitioner Re-registration

Duration: 3 Days      Course Code: P2R      Delivery Method: Class Connect HD

Overview:

The PRINCE2® Examination Board is concerned that Practitioners keep their mastery of PRINCE2® up-to-date. Therefore it decided when the
Practitioner exam was introduced that the Practitioner Certificate was only awarded for five years.

Anyone wishing to retain this qualification has to take a written one-hour re-registration exam to demonstrate that they had kept up an adequate
ability to apply the method properly.

This coaching experience has been designed to take you from your current level of experience and recall of the method to re-registration
readiness in three days. We work with you in a workshop format that builds on where you are and is flexible enough to explore individual and
group questions.

Class-Connect™ HD

This is live hands-on interactive learning where you can attend a course from different training centres. This premium experience uses HD
quality audio and video that connects the classrooms over a high capacity managed network to ensure a 'real time' experience. The instructor
will be presenting from one location and students attending from other centres are able to interact with the instructor and other delegates using
video and voice conferencing.

Target Audience:

Anyone who hold's a PRINCE2 ®Practitioner Certificate that is between three and five years old.

Objectives:

Overview

Themes

Principles

Tailoring PRINCE2®

The Process Model

Prerequisites:

Students must hold PRINCE2 Practitioner Certification.

Delegates will be given access to a PRINCE2 e-learning portal 10
days prior to the start of the class (subject to booking conditions).

It is important that delegates complete the pre-course work prior to
attending as the content covers items essential to the successful
running of the programme. It will also enhance both yours and the
class's learning experience.

Follow-on-Courses:
PRINCE2 ® for Practitioner
PRINCE2 ® Senior Management Briefing
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Content:

Application Surgery
line line line

We find that Workshop delegates often New terms and concepts New terms and concepts
value a session on questions and problems MockPaper MockPaper
they have encountered in applying Ending with the 'Real' Paper Ending with the 'Real' Paper
PRINCE2® in practice. You have the
opportunity of raising real issues in the Re-registration Exam
context of preparing for the Re-regi line line

Briefing New terms and concepts
Latest Edition of the Manual MockPaper
line Ending with the 'Real' Paper

Recent changes and emphases

Additional Information:

PRINCE2® is a Registered Trade Mark of the Office of Government Commerce in the United Kingdom and other countries 
The Swirl logo™ is a Trade Mark of the Office of Government Commerce 

Further Information:

For More information, or to book your course, please call us on Head Office 01189 123456 / Northern Office 0113 242 5931

info@globalknowledge.co.uk

www.globalknowledge.co.uk

Global Knowledge, Mulberry Business Park, Fishponds Road, Wokingham Berkshire RG41 2GY UK

http://www.globalknowledge.co.uk

